Duffy blood group system genotyping in an urban Tunisian population.
The Duffy blood group system, besides its relevance in transfusion medicine, is of major interest for population genetics. In fact, the Duffy molecule is the only red cell receptor for Plasmodium vivax, thus the fixation of FY*silent allele in western south-Saharan Africa resulted in the absence of this type of malaria in that area (for a review see Kwiatowski, Am J Hum Genet 77:171-192, 2005). For the Duffy functional role see, for example, Daniels (Vox Sanguinis 93:331-340, 2007). Duffy blood group distribution in 115 unrelated Tunisians was determined using the polymerase chain reaction with sequence specific primer (PCR-SSP) method detecting the five allelic versions of the FY gene. The red cell antigenic FY phenotype, for each donor, was deduced through DNA analysis. The blood samples of the positive FY*X alleles were investigated by serological methods, mainly the fixation-elution technique. The following allele frequencies were found (after having excluded FY*X, which had frequency of 0.0174): FY*1 = 0.291 (expressed 0.260; silent 0.031); FY*2 = 0.709 (expressed 0.427; silent 0.282). The most surprising result in this work is the detection of the FY*1 silent allele, usually quite rare, in four samples (1.74%). For FY*2 silent, the predominant allele in Africans, genotyping results showed a prevalence of 29.57%. The FY locus was in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium in the present sample. When compared with European and African data, Tunisian samples demonstrated the presence of the common signs of these two ancestries (FY*2 and FY*X for the first population; and FY*2 silent for the last one). These data confirm the mixed roots of this urban Tunisian population already suggested by numerous studies on other haematological markers.